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Abstract-The
multiple
input-queued
(MIQ)
switch
is the
switch
which
manages
multiple
(m)
queues
in each
input
port,
each of which
is dedicated
to a group
of output
ports.
Since
each input
port
can attend
m arbitration
rounds,
the
switch
suffers
from
a reduced
HOL
blocking
which
is known
as the decisive
factor
limiting
the throughput
of the pure
single
input-queued
(SIQ)
packet
switch.
As the result,
the
MIQ
switch
guarantees
satisfying
performance
characteristics
as the
number
of queues
m increases.
However,
the
service
of multiple
cells from
an input
could
cause
the internal
speedup
or expansion
of the switch
fabric,
diluting
the merit
of high-speed
operation
in the conventional
SIQ
scheme.
The restricted
rule is contrived
to circumvent
this
side effect
by regulating
the number
of cells switched
from
an input
port
to just
one cell.
In this paper
we analyze
the
performance
of MIQ
ATM
switch
employing
the restricted
rule.
For the switch
using the restricted
rule,
the closed
formulae
for the throughput
bound
of the switch
are derived
as
the function
of m, by generalizing
the analysis
for the SIQ
switch
by Hui
et al. [l].
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I. INTRODUCTION
T is the well-known fact that the throughput of the single input-queued (SIQ) packet switch is limited to 0.586
for an independently and identically distributed Bernoulli
arrival traffic with the cell destinations uniformly distributed over all output ports, namely the homogeneous
Bernoulli arrival traffic, when the switch size is infinite
[l], [a]. In order to overcome the throughput limit of the
SIQ switch, many alternative queueing methods and/or
scheduling schemes have been engineered such as window
policy, input smoothing, and the multiple input-queueing
schemes [2]-[6]. The essence of these schemes is to allow one
of cells behind the HOL cell to be switched to an idle output
when the HOL cell is blocked, or to allow multiple cells to
be the HOL cell and thereby increases the opportunity for
an input to serve a cell or cells. Among those schemes, the
multiple input-queueing scheme is drawing much attention
recently in that it can provide both high-speed operation
and high switching performance.
The multiple input-queued (MI&) switch is the switch
equipped with multiple queues in every input. Since the
queues are independent logically or physically of other
queues in the same input, an input can switch plural cells
in a time slot, which leads to the internal speedup or to
the switch fabric expansion though. The restricted rule is
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come up with to resolve such problems in the MI& switch.
The rule regulates an input to switch at most one cell in a
time slot. Restricting the number of cells to be switched,
in a sense, implies that the maximum achievable performance may be degraded a little bit but makes it feasible to
develop the high-speed and high-performance ATM switch.
In connection with the restricted rule, many scheduling
algorithms have been suggested [7]-[ll], and some of them
compensate the performance degradation caused by the restricted rule by finding maximum matching between input
and output ports. Another cardinal issue related to the
restricted rule is the implementation and time complexity
of the scheduling algorithm.
In this paper, we will focus on the performance side of
the MI& switch rather than other issues, since there is a
limited number of studies on the performance analysis for
the MI& switch [12]-[17] and, if any, most of the studies apply only to a particular MI& switch called the virtual output-queued switch. We first develop the queueing
model for the multiple input-queued switch employing the
restricted rule and then analyze the performance measures
of the switch by generalizing the analysis results for the
SIQ packet switch [l].
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we
investigate the concept of multiple input-queueing and two
types of cell selection rules: the restricted rule and the
free rule. In Sections III, throughput of the MI& switch
is analyzed in terms of the number of queues in an input
port and the offered load. Finally, we conclude this paper
in Section IV with the discussion on the application of the
switch in the future broadband communications systems.
II.

MULTIPLE

INPUT-QUEUED

ATM

SWITCH

Comparing with the output-queued switch, the single
input-queued (SIQ) switch has an inherent merit that it
operates at the same speed as the external link speed, making the input-queued switch more suitable for the highspeed switching system. Moreover, the input queueing
is considered easier to implement in hardware than its
output-queued-counterpart.
On the other hand, the inputqueued switch suffers from the HOL blocking so that its
maximum attainable throughput is limited to 0.586 for
the homogeneous traffic [l], [a]. Therefore, many buffering and scheduling schemes have been conceived to overcome the throughput limit of the SIQ switch. They fall
into five large categories: (i) examining the first Ic packets in a FIFO queue instead of the HOL packet only. This
scheme is called window policy, or sometimes called as lookahead scheme or bypass scheme; (ii) expanding the internal switch bandwidth either by enlarging the switch dimension or by replicating the switch fabric. This scheme
is called input smoothing or input expanding; (iii) employ-
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Fig. 1. The multiple

input-queued

ATM

switch.

ing multiple FIFO queues instead of a single FIFO in every input port. This scheme is referred to as the multiple input-queued (MIQ) SCh eme or bifurcated input-queued
scheme; (iv) dropping or discarding the blocked HOL cells
in the FIFO queue; (v) input grouping or trunking. Among
them, it is reported that the MI& scheme can dramatitally improve the switching performance, and thus, lift the
throughput bound of the SIQ switch up to 1.0 when the
number of queues in an input is equal to the switch size

PI, WI.

speedup (or the expansion in the switch fabric) at the same
time, diluting the salient merit of the input-queued switch.
The internal speedup makes the switch not to be suitable
for the high-speed and high-performance switch and, for
the reason, it is one of the important issues to be resolved
for future switching systems.
Therefore, most scheduling schemes developed for the
MI& switch assume that each input can switch at most
one cell in a time slot. The rule governing this assumption
is referred to as the restricted rule 2 [18], [19]. Under the
restricted rule, the switch thus operates at the same speed
as the external link speed. On the other hand, the free rule
allows an input port to switch up to m cells in a time slot
with the potential internal speedup provided that the total
number of switched cells is no more than N. In [19], the
authors showed that (1) the saturation throughput of the
MI& switch converges to 1.0 as m increases irrespective of
the rules employed and that (2) the free rule yield slightly
higher saturation throughput for moderate values of m.
The performance for the free rule has been evaluated
through different analytical ways in [12]-[16]. In Reference
[13], the authors derived the closed expression for the saturation throughput of the MI& switch using the free rule
in terms of the number of queues in an input by simply extending Hui’s result in [l]. In Reference [14], the author did
the same work by generalizing Karol’s result in [a]. However, performance of the restricted rule has been usually
evaluated through computer simulation since input ports
and their queues are mutually dependent on one another
in regulating the number of cells switched from each input.
In [17], the authors just provided an anlysis result for the
restricted rule by extending the results in [l] and, in [20],
the author reused the same analysis procedure and result
found in [17]. In the following section, we analyze the performance of the MI& switch employing the restricted rule
in a heuristic manner after developing a queueing model

Among them, the multiple input-queueing scheme, as
shown in Fig.1, is the idea of deploying multiple (m) FIFO
queues in each input port, each of which is dedicated to
a group of output ports. When m is equal to one, that
is, the single queue is dedicated to all output ports, the
MI& switch corresponds to the conventional SIQ switch.
When m is equal to the switch size N, that is, each queue
is dedicated to a specific output port, the MI& switch is
referred to as the virtual output-queued (VOQ) switch. It
is reported that the performance characteristics of the MI&
switch is improved with m [la], [14], [19].
The value of m is usually taken to be one of 2’s powers (1,
2, 4, 8, . . .) in th e range from 1 to N and N is assumed to
be the multiple of m. Therefore, each queue stores cells for
N/m output ports exclusively and exhaustively. That is,
output groups do not overlap with others in terms of output
ports. Then, we can here make an important observation
that the switch can be split into m identical subswitches
whose size is N x N/m and each subswitch corresponds to
an output group ‘. Then, the MI& switch can switch up
to m cells from an input port in a time slot since an input port manages m physically or logically distinct queues.
However, the total number of cells switched from all inputs
must not exceed N and each output can receive at most
one cell in every time slot since there is no queue at output port. Even though the service of multiple cells from
an input port is an essential reason of the performance enhancement in the MI& switch, it gives rise to the internal

For the MI& switch which we analyze in the following subsection, we assume that the switch size is N x N
and the number of FIFO queues in an input port is m
(1 5 m 5 N). That is, each queue stores the packets
for N/m output ports, where N/m should be an integer
number. The interconnection network of the switch is internally nonblocking as the crossbar switch. For the switch,
we assume further that time is slotted and the slots carry
fixed-length packets like ATM cells. In this paper, we will
use cell for the fixed-length packet. Cells arrive at input

‘The words of subswitch
ably in this paper.

2A similar rule to the restricted rule is found
author referred it to as ‘single write’.

and output group will be used interchange-

for a queue’
III.

SATURATION

THROUGHPUT

In this section, we first develop a queueing model for
an MI& switch using the restricted rule as the contention
resolution scheme and then analyze it analytically in terms
of the saturation throughput.
A. Queue&g model for the throughput
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in [20] where the

AFig. 2. Queueing

I I I k-p

where the indication

model for an input of the MIQ switch.

ports or queues just after the time boundaries, and depart from the input ports or queues just before the time
boundaries. Namely, the early-arrival model [al]. Traffics
arriving at each input are assumed to be independent and
identical to one another. The arrived traffics are assumed
to be uniformly distributed for N outputs. In other words,
uniformly distributed for m queues in an input port. We
refer this kind of traffics to the homogeneous Bernoulli arrival tra&c. During a time slot, each input can switch no
more than one cell and each output can receive at most one
cell.
For the MI& switch of interest, let the mean arrival rate
and the mean service rate for an input port be X and p,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. In an input port, then,
the mean arrival rate for a queue becomes X/m since the
arrived traffic is distributed uniformly between m queues.
On the other hand, the mean service rate for a queue is still
p. Therefore, the resulting queueing model for a queue can
be represented as shown in Fig. 3. In the figure, let p be
the steady-state probability that a queue has a fresh HOL
cell which is just moved to the HOL position, given that
the queue is not blocked during the previous slot. The
fresh HOL cell means the cells that move up to the HOL
position [l]. They were either queued or, if the queue was
empty, they are new.
throughput for the restricted rule

As mentioned before, arbitrations are assumed to be performed sequentially for each output group or subswitch and
input ports selected in earlier arbitrations should be excluded in later arbitrations for remaining output groups or
subswitches in some ways. Differently from the MI& switch
using the free rule, the throughput for subswitches or output groups is different from one another in the MI& switch
using the restricted rule since later arbitrations are dependent on the result of previous arbitrations [18]. Therefore,
the throughput for the entire switch can be obtained by
taking expectation on the sum of the throughputs for m
output groups or subswitches.
We number output groups from 1 to m where the output
group including the first N/m output ports is referred to
as output group 1. For convenience, let us assume that
the arbitration starts from output group 1. Letting 2’1
designate the throughput for the first N x N/m subswitch
corresponding to output group 1, then 2’1 becomes
Tl = ;

$E[r(Nj)]

= E[e(Nj)]

e(x) is
x21
x=0

1,

4x1 =

Fig. 3. Queueing model for a queue.

B. Saturation

function

{

0

>

and Nj is the number of HOL request for the same output
port j. As long as m is not equal to N, the MI& switch
suffers from the HOL blocking as mentioned in Section II,
the state of HOL blocking is characterized by Nj. Note here
that the index j for output ports in Eq. (1) takes its value
between 1 and N/m since the arbitration for output group
1 concerns the first N/m output ports in output group 1.
The number of all HOL cells that became blocked at the
end of a slot, Ncb), is
N(b) = E

Nj -&.

j=l

(2)

j=l

Taking expectation on both sides of Eq. (2) and combining
it with Eq. (l), then we get
Tl = E[Nj] - ;E

[Ncb)] .

(3)

We can get TI by computing the last two terms in Eq. (3)
in terms of Xi, respectively, since we have TI = Xi in steady
state. Note that Xi is the mean or effective arrival rate for
output group 1.
Two terms in the righthand side of Eq. (3) can be obtained directly from the analysis of the SIQ switch in [l]:

E[Nj] = Xl +

XT
21

(4

-X1)

and
E[N(“)]

=i

(m-:)

.

(5)

Substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (3), we have the
throughput for the first N/m output ports (or for output
group 1):

Tl = xl +

a(1 ”-

A,) -;

(N--)~,=,;

(6)

from which we obtain the equation
(2 - p)TT - 2(mp + 1)Ti + 2mp = 0

(7)

or
Tl =

mp + 1 - J(mp

+ 1)2 - 2mp(2 - p)

(8)
(2 - PI
The saturation throughput for output group 1 is obtained
by setting p = 1 in Eq. (7), and
Tl+t

= m + 1 - 2/n22+1.

Letting Si designate the number of input ports selected in
the arbitration for output group 1, it becomes

(1)

j=1
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S1 = ;Tl.

Now, let us turn our attention to output group 2. The
number of output ports in output group 2 is still N/m,
and hence, Eqs. (1) through (3) can be used without any
modifications for output group 2 except for the suffix.
the arbitration for output group 2, however, the number of
unblocked queues, R2, changes into
R2 = (N - S1) - N@)
since we prevent Si input ports, selected in the arbitration for output group 1, from attending the arbitration for
output group 2. That is, the term (N - Si) of Eq. (9)
designates the number of input ports (or queues) which is
eligible for attending the arbitration for output group 2.
Taking expectation on both sides of Eq. (9) and using the
flow conservation rule of E[Rz]p = (N/m)& we have
E[N@)] = N - E[&]
ml
where 61 = Xi.
(3), we get

Substituting

1

(10)

mp’

Eqs. (4) and (10) into Eq.

T2+t = m - 61 + 1 - J(m - 61)~ + 1.
The same reasoning can be used for output group 3 and
later uptil output group m when m is greater than or equal
to 3. Then, the number of unblocked queues becomes

where
Sj = ;Tj.
When the offered load to an input port is p, the throughput
for output group i is
+ 1)Ti + 2(m - 6iPl)p = 0 (12)

Fig. 4. The saturation
restricted rule.

8

16

SQRZ

2-P

throughput

and
i=o
i 2 1.

256

512

the

for output group i is expressed

(14

of the MI& switch

Ti,sat = ldm.

(15)

m

2=1

Note that the resulting equstions Eq. (14) and Eq. (15)
take the similar form to those in [17]. The total saturation
throughput is also given by Eq. (15) with setting p = 1.
Figure 4 plots the saturation throughput of the MI&
ATM switch employing the restricted rule for different values of m. The figure shows that the saturation throughput
converges to 1.0 as the number of queues m increases. Note
that the saturation throughput for the restricted rule is
slightly lower than that for the free rule since each input is
regulated to serve at most one cell under the restricted rule
in [13] and [19]. Table I shows the saturation throughput
for different values of m, as well as 6,.
Considering the MI& switch under the free rule, all inputs can attend all arbitration rounds in the same time
slot even though they are selected once or more in previous arbitrations.
It implies that the throughput for every
arbitration is equal to that for the first arbitration of the
restricted rule. Then, the throughput of the MI& switch
using the free rule is equal to Eq. (8) except the suffix:
w

The saturation
Eq. (16):

SQRTi = z/((m - ~5-1)~ + 1)2 - 2p(2 - p)(m - ~5-1)

128

of the MIQ switch employing

Tsat = ; g

+ 1 - J(w

+ II2 - 2wP

- PI .

(16)

2-P

(13)

where

64

in an input port (m)

Consequently, the average throughput
using the restricted rule is given by

Tfree =
>

32

of queues

Ti,sat = m - hi-1 + 1 - z/(m - SiPi)” + 1.

or
+ 1-

4

Number

(11)

Throughput for output group 2 TZ is obtained by solving
Eq. (11). Setting p = 1 in Eq. (ll), we immediately have
the saturation throughput for output group 2:

T, = (m - hi-I)P
z

2

The saturation throughput
by setting p = 1 as

- ;$

(2-p)T:-2((m-&)p+1)T2+2(m-&)p=O.

(2 - p)Tf - 2((m - hi-l)p

0.5

throughput

is obtained by setting p = 1 in

Tf ree,sat = m + 1 - &zz,

(17)

and tabulated in Table I together with the saturation
throughput for the restricted rule. Eq.(17) agrees with the
result in [14].
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TABLE I
SATURATIONTHROUGHPUTS
m.

x IS OBTAINED

Tsat
BY DIVIDING

SATURATIONTHROUGHPUT

REFERENCES

AND 6,
6,

FORDIFFERENTVALUES

WITH
FORTHE

m.

Tfree,sat

1
2

6,
0.586
1.410

Tfree,sat
0.586
0.764

256
512

0.991
0.995

253.656
509.367

0.998
0.999

IV.

IS THE

FREE RULE.

T sat
0.586
0.705

m

OF

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the multiple input-queued
(MI&) ATM switch. Differently from that the conventional
single input-queued (SIQ) switch having a single queue in
each input, the MI& switch has m (1 5 m 5 N) queues in
each input. Each of the queues is dedicated to a group of
output ports. Since the MI& switch equips m logically or
physically distinct queues in each input, it could serve up
to m cells from an input in a time slot. The rule governing
this multiple-cell service is referred to as the free rule. However, the multiple-cell service requires the internal speedup
in the switch fabric or in the interfaces between input modules and the switch fabric, or more sophisticated hardware
additionally.
Therefore, most studies on the MI& switch
assumes that at most one cell can be served from an input
port. This assumptions is referred to as the restricted rule.
Under the free rule, the cell selection for outputs is independent of input ports since multiple cells can be served
from an input irrespective of other inputs. Under the restricted rule, however, the cell selection is dependent on
other inputs’ decision when we assume that the cell selections for all outputs occur sequentially. Therefore, we can
evaluate the performance measures in the average form or
by using average parameters. In this paper, we derived
the throughput of MI& switches in terms of the number of
queues m and the offered load X. The analysis results show
that the saturation throughput of the restricted rule approaches 1.0 as m goes to infinite even though it is slightly
less than that of the free rule.
In addition to the enhanced switching performance, the
MI& switch employing the restricted rule operates at the
same speed as the external link speed. It implies that the
switch is appropriate for the high-speed switching systems
or gigabit routers requiring high performance as well as
broder switching bandwidth.
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